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Abstract: The objective of this project is to ensure the 

actual presence of authenticated person. This project 

presents a detection mechanism which is used to detect 

the spoofing attacks. Liveness Detection Technique is 

used to detect the fake samples and reject them in order 

to improve the security level of the system. The iris, 

fingerprint and face recognition methods are used over 

here. The proposed method will extract 30 general 

image features from a single image and these features 

are used to distinguish the real and fake. The system 

needs only one input sample in order to classify the 

image. This method operates on the whole image 

without searching for any trait specific properties, it 

does not require any pre-processing steps.  

Keywords—Image quality assessment, biometrics, 

security, attacks, detection. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A digital image is a numeric representation 

of a two dimensional image. The digital image 

contains a fixed number of rows and columns of 

pixels. Pixels are the smallest individual element in 

an image, holding quantized values that represent the 

brightness of a given color at any specific point. The 

pixels are stored in computer memory as a raster 

image or raster map, a two-dimensional array of 

small integers.  

Biometrics is defined as an automated 

method of verifying or recognizing the identity of a 

living person based on physiological or behavioral 

characteristics. While much research has been done 

both to determine which traits can differentiate 

humans and to optimize that differentiation. Between 

acquiring biometric data and delivering a result, there 

are various points where the overall security of a 

biometric access system can be compromised. The 

information flow of a biometric access system is 

simple. First the biometric is presented to the sensor 

by the person requesting access. A camera may 

capture a face or iris, a sensor may capture a 

fingerprint, a microphone may capture a voice, in 

each case, the raw biometric information is acquired 

and sent to the biometric feature extractor. The 

extractor is generally software that extracts the 

features important for determining identity from the 

raw information. This extracted feature information is 

called a template. The template is then sent to the 

matcher. The matcher compares the newly presented 

biometric information to previously submitted 

template information to make a decision. The 

template may be matched against that of a single 

enrolled user for verification. A biometric system is 

essentially a pattern-recognition system that 

recognizes a person based on a feature vector derived 

from a specific physiological or behavioral 

characteristic that the person possesses. Depending 

on the application context, a biometric system 

typically operates in one of two modes: verification 

or identification. In verification mode, the system 

validates a person’s identity by comparing the 

captured biometric characteristic with the 

individual’s biometric template, which is prestored in 

the system database. In identification mode, the 

system recognizes an individual by searching the 

entire template database for a match. The system 

conducts a one-to-many comparison to establish an 

individual’s identity. 

The major thread in the biometric 

recognition method [1] is the spoofing attacks, so 



 

 

 

 

 

 

there is a need  in the biometric community to detect 

this attack. Therefore there is a need in the biometric 

community to study the vulnerabilities against this 

fraudulent actions in modalities such as the iris, the 

fingerprint, the face, the signature, or even the gait 

and multimodal approaches. In these attacks

intruder uses some type of synthetically produced 

artifact or tries to mimic the behaviour of the genuine 

user to fraudulently access the biometric system. 

Researchers have focused on the design of specific 

countermeasures that enable biometric systems to 

detect fake samples and reject them and to improve 

way the robustness and security level of the systems.

 The liveness detection

commonly used technique which uses 

physiological properties to distinguish between real 

and fake traits. Liveness detection methods

divided into two types. They are

technique and  Software based technique. The 

hardware based technique add some specific device 

to the sensor in order to detect particular properties of 

a living trait and it has higher fake detection rate.

Software-based technique detect the fake samples

once the sample has been acquired with a stand

sensor and it is less expensive and less intrusive since 

their  implementation is transparent to the

Software based techniques is embedded in the feature 

extractor module which makes them potentially 

capable of detecting other types of illegal break

attempts. 

 

II. PROPOSED METHOD

In the present work a novel software

biometric method is proposed to detect the spoofing 

attacks. And also a novel parameterization using 25 

general image quality measures was proposed. The 

problem of fake biometric detection can be seen as a 

two-class classification problem where an input 

biometric sample has to be assigned to one of two 

classes: real or fake. The key point of the process is 

to find a set of discriminant features which permits to 

build an appropriate classifier which gives the 

probability of the image realism given the extracted 

set of features. 

        Fig 1. Block Diagram
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The proposed system needs only one input

which is classified as real or fake. This method 

operates on the whole image without searching for 

any trait-specific properties, it does not require any 

preprocessing steps such as  fingerprint segmentation, 

iris detection or face extraction prior to the 

computation of the IQ features. This 

its computational load. Once the feature vector has 

been generated the sample is classified and the image 

generated by genuine trait is classified as real or 

synthetically produced image is classified as fake 

using classifiers.  

 

III. IMAGE QUALITY

  Two types of image quality measures are as 

follows: 

A) Full reference IQM

        B) No reference IQM

 

A. Full reference IQM

FR IQA methods 

quality of the test sample. It is 

Error sensitive measures

measures and Information theoretic measures

 

1)  Error Sensitive Measure

 Error sensitive measures consists of

difference measures, Correlation based measures, 

Edge based measures, Spectral distance measures and 

Gradient based measures. 

 

a) Pixel Difference Measures

The measure which is used to 

distortion between two images

basis of their pixel wise differences. It include 

Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

(PSNR) [5], Signal to Noise Ratio (

Content (SC), Maximum Difference (

Difference (AD), Normaliz

R – Averaged Maximum Difference (

Laplacian Mean Square Error (

Square Error(PMSE) and Mean Absolute 

Error(MAE). These measures can be calculated by 

using following formulas, 

              PSNR � 10log��MSE

  SNR � 
�

 SC � ∑ ∑ ����,���������
∑ ∑ ����,���������
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ixel Difference Measures 

The measure which is used to compute the 

distortion between two images. This is done on the 

s of their pixel wise differences. It include Mean 

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Structural 

Maximum Difference (MD), Average 

zed Absolute Error (NAE), 

Averaged Maximum Difference (RAMD) and 

Laplacian Mean Square Error (LMSE), Peak Mean 

Square Error(PMSE) and Mean Absolute 

These measures can be calculated by 

 

MSE                              (2) 
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���                                   (3) 
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           D# � �
$%∑ ∑ &I�,� ( I�̅,�*$�+�$�+�                        (5) 

    D$ � max	0I�� ( I�̅�0                             (6) 

 NAE � ∑ ∑ 03�,�435�,�0��������
∑ ∑ 03�,�0��������                        (7) 

          RAMD � �
7∑ max80I�,� ( I5�,�07�+�            (8) 

        LMSE � ∑ ∑ :;²8��,� ��4;²<��,� ��=²>���?���
∑ ∑ :8��,� ��=>���?��� ²                 (9) 

            @ABC � �
DE ∗ ∑ ∑ �GH,I4GH̅, ²JI��KH��

DLM�GH,I ²                   (10)    

            ANC � �
DE ∑ ∑ 0I�,� ( I5�,�0EO+�DP+�                  (11) 

 

b) Correlation Based Measures 

The correlation based measure is used to 

measure the similarity between two digital images. 

These features include Normalised Cross Correlation 

(NXC), Mean Angle Similarity (MAS) and Mean 

Angle Magnitude Similarity (MAMS). The 

correlation based measures can be calculated using 

the following formulas, 

           NXC � ∑ ∑ ����,� ∗���,�  ��������∑ ∑ ����,�  ²��������                           (12) 

            MAS � �
%$ ∑ ∑ �∝�.�$�+�%�+�                         (13) 

MAMS � �
$%∑ ∑ T1:1 (∝�,�= U1 V03�,�435�,�0V

WXX YZ$�+�%�+� 	        (14) 

 

c) Edge Based Measures 

 Two most informative parts of an image are 

edges and corners which play a key role in the human 

visual system and in many computer vision 

algorithms including quality assessment applications. 

There are two edge-related quality measures Total 

Edge Difference (TED) and Total Corner Difference 

(TCD). The edge based measures can be calculated 

using the following formulas, 

        [C\ � �
ED ∑ ∑ 0]^P,O ( ]5̂ P,O0DO+�EP+�                  (15)  

                   [_\ � |Eab4Ecab|
def�Eab4Ecab                            (16) 

 

 

d) Spectral Distance Measures 

 The Fourier transform is another traditional 

image processing tool which has been applied to the 

field of image quality assessment .IQ spectral-related 

features include Spectral Magnitude Error (SME) and 

Spectral Phase Error (SPE). The spectral distance 

measures can be calculated using the following 

formulas, 

       BAC � �
ED ∑ ∑ &0gP,O0 ( 0ghP.O0*DP+�EP+� ²            (17) 

  B@C � �
ED ∑ ∑ 0arg&gP,O* ( arg	�ghP,O 0DO+�EP+� ²    (18) 

 

e) Gradient Based Measures 

 The  important visual information can be 

explained using the gradient measure which can be of 

great use for quality assessment. Many of the 

distortions that can affect an image are reflected by a 

change in its gradient. Therefore, using such  

information, structural and contrast changes can be 

effectively captured. Two simple gradient-based 

features [7] are included in the biometric protection 

system are Gradient Magnitude Error (GME) and 

Gradient Phase Error (GPE). The gradient based 

measures can be calculated using the following 

formulas, 

      jAC � �
ED ∑ ∑ &0jP,O0 ( 0jhP,O0*DO+�EP+�

W
           (19) 

   j@C � �
ED ∑ ∑ 0arg&jP,O* ( arg	�jhP,O 0DO+�EP+� ²  (20) 

 

2) Structural Similarity Measures 

 Distortions in an image that come from 

variations in lighting, such as contrast or brightness 

changes, should be treated differently from structural 

ones. Among the various  perceptual measures, the 

Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) has the 

simplest formulation and has gained wide spread 

popularity in a broad range of practical applications. 

The SSIM and MS_SSIM are used as structural 

similarity measures. The value of SSIM [8] can be 

calculated by the following expression,  

 BB]A � �W∗f̅∗klmn� �W∗opqmnW 
&oprmoqrmnW*∗��f̅ rm�k lllrmn�               (21) 

 

3) Information Theoretic Measures 

 Information theoretic features includes 

Image Fidelity(IF), Visual information Fidelity (VIF) 

and Reduced Reference Entropic Difference index 

(RRED) [9]. 
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B.  No Reference IQ Measures 

 NR-IQA methods [10] generally estimate 

the quality of the test image according to some pre-

trained statistical models. The measures are classified 

as Distortion specific approach, Training based 

approach and Natural scene statistical approach. 

1) Distortion Specific Approach 

 These techniques rely on previously 

acquired knowledge about the type of visual quality 

loss caused by a specific distortion. Two types of 

measures are JPEG quality index (JQI) and High low 

frequency index (HLFI). 

2) Training Based Approach 

 In this type of techniques a model is trained 

using clean and distorted images. Then, the quality 

score is computed based on a number of features 

extracted from the test image and related to the 

general model. The training based measure include 

Blind Image Quality Index  (BIQI)  and Blind Image 

Integrity Notator using DCT Statistics-II Index   

(BLIINDS_II) . 

 

 

S.N0 IMAGE 

QUALITY 

MEASURES 

IRIS REAL IRIS FAKE FINGER 

PRINT 

REAL 

FINGER 

PRINT 

FAKE 

FACE 

REAL 

FACE 

FAKE 

1 MSE 8.419283 20.918690 1.170648 1.283610 19.294662 24.186501 

2 PSNR 89.520024 79.536934 74.108222 73.187029 80.097654 78.003282 

3 SNR 83.225015 74.322142 65.684563 64.794328 66.795979 65.903427 

4 SC 1.002253 1.003441 1.019145 1.019633 1.010545 1.011363 

5 MD 56.479695 60.310153 7.663468 10.626148 41.696602 44.874192 

6 AD 0.035155 0.041369 0.056567 0.056558 0.274272 0.259520 

7 NAE 0.009166 0.012281 0.027367 0.028208 0.021918 0.024059 

8 RAMD 0.114889 2.389097 4.408886 4.408886 4.420671 4.334331 

9 LMSE 0.159516 0.217537 0.113254 0.128043 0.168892 0.167682 

10 NXC 0.998754 0.997989 0.989906 0.989605 0.994154 0.993696 

11 PMSE Inf Inf 0.171263 0.187789 0.054198 0.055282 

12 MAE 1.586309 2.160533 0.710225 0.733692 2.507451 2.852351 

13 MAS 0.000002 0.000002 0.000009 0.000009 0.000066 0.000067 

14 MAMS 0.999998 0.999998 0.999991 0.999991 0.999935 0.999934 

15 TED 0.080921 0.081836 0.038187 0.039034 0.091033 0.093556 

16 TCD 230.350356 251.304311 Inf Inf 73.583126 72.160281 

17 SME 4041.255727 10040.971407 395.678875 433.860147 2161.002176 2708.888078 

18 SPE 0.496437 0.340053 1.666072 1.629864 1.088714 1.015047 

19 GME 3.312904 9.421939 0.645838 0.705052 9.823508 12.748421 

20 GPE 3.342222 3.478782 2.815592 2.816540 3.736366 3.637336 

21 SSIM 0.997217 0.995874 0.995290 0.994762 0.982044 0.980924 

22 MS_SSIM -Inf -Inf -Inf -Inf -Inf -Inf 

23 IMF 0.951350 0.881094 0.954892 0.95064  0.831340 0.795993 

24 VIF 0.910424 0.881781 0.934787 0.933564 0.863539 0.857725 

25 RRED 0.106694 0.112557 0.117289 0.117442 0.198288 0.200107 

26 JQI 0.520401 0.518310 0.967300 0.921090 0.024589 0.130582 

27 HLFI Inf Inf Inf Inf -0.844417 -0.884148 

28 BIQI 0.052194 0.052194 0.191283 0.191283 1.556102 1.556102 

29 BLIINDS2 23.237487 23.056187 27.392827 27.186503 22.363682 21.698880 

30 NIQE 0.462140 0.301933 0.937104 0.924619 0.093510 0.156925 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Natural Scene Statistical Approach

 These blind IQA techniques use a priori 

knowledge taken from natural scene distortion

images to train the initial model. The parameter used 

over here is Natural Image Quality Evaluator 

(NIQE). 

IV. CLASSIFIER

 The quadrature discriminant classifier is 

used to classify the input image as real or fake.  

V. RESULTS 

 The iris real and fake input images are as 

follows: 

    

 (a)   

     

        (c)    

     

       (e)   

Fig .2 (a)Real iris (b)Fake Iris (c)Real Fingerprint 

(d)Fake Fingerprint (e)Real Face (f)Fake Face

values of 30 image quality measures for 

fake iris, finger print and face images are given in the 

above table. 
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Table 1. Image Quality Measures   

Natural Scene Statistical Approach 

These blind IQA techniques use a priori 

scene distortion-free 

images to train the initial model. The parameter used 

over here is Natural Image Quality Evaluator 

CLASSIFIER 

The quadrature discriminant classifier is 

used to classify the input image as real or fake.   

real and fake input images are as 

 

(b) 

 

(d) 

 

(f) 

(a)Real iris (b)Fake Iris (c)Real Fingerprint 

(d)Fake Fingerprint (e)Real Face (f)Fake FaceThe 

values of 30 image quality measures for both real and 

fake iris, finger print and face images are given in the 

VI. CONCLUSION

 The advantages of proposed method are (i)

non-invasive, the technique should in

harmful for the individual or require an excessive

contact with the user   

should not be reluctant to use it 

to be produced in a very reduced interval as the user 

cannot be asked to interact

period of time (iv) low cost, a

expected if the cost is excessively high

performance, in addition to having a good fake 

detection rate. 
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ONCLUSION 

The advantages of proposed method are (i) 

invasive, the technique should in no case be 

harmful for the individual or require an excessive 

   (ii) user friendly, people 

reluctant to use it (iii) fast, results have 

to be produced in a very reduced interval as the user 

cannot be asked to interact with the sensor for a long 

low cost, a wide use cannot be 

expected if the cost is excessively high (v) 

performance, in addition to having a good fake 
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